Paulett Angella Hemmings MIGHTY GOG

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
Paulett Angella Hemmings State of Affairs
Brandon Pointe Town in the State of Brandon
Located in the Mount Zion States
November 02, 2018
SUBJECT: Decrust Menta Mentatee #1
Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
490 Old Santa Fe Trail, Room 400
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Governor Susana Martinez Office, Greetings to you;
This is a Decrust Menta Mentatee
I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL,
AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL
CHREATIONS. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM. I AM THE MOST
MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OF LIFE, OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH,
ESISTENCES, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN AND AFTER. I AM THE HEAD OF ALL
STATES/COUNTRIES AND COURTS IN THIS EARTH, ALL EARTHS, ALL
CHREATIONS AND ALL ESISTENCES UNDER MY AUTHORITIES.
For this Earth, all Earths, all Chreations, and all Esistences under my authorities, we are now in
the Year 2018 PAULETTIC PAJE AND THE NEW YEAR BEGAN THIS MONTH ON
NOVEMBER 01.
I AM the Head of all Heads
I am the Head of all Schools, Colleges, Libraries, Water, Food, Entertainments, Alcohol
brewery, elements, environments, Genetically Modified organisms (GMO) usage, Essence
distillation, Transportations, Airlines, Power and gas, Cable and wireless, Farming and food
processing, Vehicle manufacturing, Corporations, Communications, Engineering, Commerce,
Clothing and textiles, Banks, Credit Unions and similar forms, Mint Machines and Frank
Machines, Pharmaceuticals, Medicine, Home Owner Associations (HOA) and other Forms, TV
stations, Newspapers, Radio station, Reditunes, Satellites, Inter connections and all types of
Internet connections, Conductors, Physicians and physiques, Builders and Landscaping, Planning
and Designs, Manufacturing and others Top Level Interest.
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ADT Security is Paulett District Telegraph (PDT) that is to be in every district where there is a
District of Columbia in each State. ADT was taken over and being operated by the federal
government and maybe private organizations. ADT is now switched back to its original name
Paulett District Telegraph (PDT.
Transcendent
When it is time for you to transcend to another elevation or level, you will know. It may be good
to have a merryment at any time you want to remember your younger years and be with your
friends and family, and be happy. When the right time come for you to transcend to another
elevation, you should know. Someone will walk you up to the next elevation. Because of the
devel cutting up the elevations and the levels of these Earths, some of the elevations are in
disarray. Therefore, someone could walk you down to another elevation depend on where it is
located. The person cannot be a man, and must be a woman. You are to look on the inside of
the person or say I must see inside the person, I must see inside the person, I must see inside the
person, I must see inside the person; say it for four times or more, so you can see if it is a woman
or a man. If it is a man say: No, I will not go with you four times or more. Do not say that it is a
woman you want, they should know. The man is not protected, and he can be the devel’s
camouflage.
In the meanwhile, any day now you can say: When I am ready to transcend or go, I go in the
right way and in the right time. Repeat this four (4) times or more. Others can say this to you as
well. Do not tell your age to outsiders or make a big thing about your age, as you do not want
the devel to know or to interrupt your transcending. The devels have incondesant coverings
(cannot see them in the day or night), and can try to take you away as well. So, live your life as
normal as possible You will not die, you will just transcend up and you will not leave any part of
yourself behind.
No Burial and No Death
When we are old, and if we are pronounced dead it is either we are cremated or burned with the
essence oils rubbed all over our bodies and we soak in the essence oils and wild bushes juice/oil
or we transcend. There is no burial for any person in any place in these Earths, or Chreations.
No one should die. When person has brain damage, they remain in the hospital for a few weeks
while their brain is repaired, and the doctors use the saline or linen brain replacement.
Jacobi Hospital - Bronx New York/All Hospitals in the Earths
No one is to die. No one should be pronounced dead. All sick patients in the hospital are to be
properly taken care of, and you are not to use any devel synthetic or plastic medications. You
must use the right insulin material for insulin medications. You must use the natural plant
materials. You must not use any plastic doctors, rubber, tremoline on any patients, or used in the
hospital for any reason. You must not use any plastic workers whether nurses or maintenance
staff.
Any patient that is pronounced dead in the past from your hospital or any time to come, you are
responsible for their death, and you will pay the penalty in the beyond the beyond the gazillionth
and beyond levels of penalty. No one should be removed from life support. No one should be
denied life support for as long as 120 years. The hospital floor, tools, and equipment must be
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sanitized with the right natural plants as identified in Article 1 and other Articles. All patients
must be given the nutritious food they are to eat to prevent the devels from infesting in their
abdomen, veins, muscles, and all over their bodies. They must get fresh fruits that are not in the
cans. They must get beef not horse meat. They must eat pork and chicken and fish with the skin
on them. They must get 100% natural juice and not partial juice dust and synthetic. They must
get natural fresh vegetables either steamed or naturally raw with the proper washing and salad
dressing of their choice.
Body Repair
For any accidents or any damages to our bones or arteries there are many ways to do the repair.
The pig bones can be used, and the saline or linen bones can be used. The pig heart, kidneys,
intestine and even the pig inside skin can be used to replace parts of our body.
If our eyes are damaged, or we lose our eyes, it can be regrown by putting the eye socket in a
pitch distilled patch/milk bath plant juice, so it is regrown. The socket repairer can also be used
to repair parts of the eyes. The pig arteries can be used to help to recreate what was lost.
For the teeth, use bone teeth repairer. For the lips, use the saline lip repairer, for the intestine,
you can use the saline or linen intestine repairer. The pig body parts can also be used as repairer.
Devel Cut out Inner selves
Remember that the devel can cut out your inner selves any time and many times while you live.
The devels also cut out many peoples inner selves and put plastic inner selves in them. The
plastic inner self is used to control your activities, your emotions, and your behavior.
Whenever you are going through anything bad in your life any terror, disaster, know that the
devels are cutting out your inner selves and that is why you are not protected from the inside out
and you are empty. You are to drink the essence juices and put the essence on your body and
soak or bath in the essence. It is good to shower first and then so and soak in the essence bath
made from rice water. You do not need to use a lot of rice for the rice water bath. You only
need to use maybe 1 to 2 cups full and rub it together I the water several times and pour it out in
a container for your bath, so you get the rice milk to put in the bath. Only put the rice milk in the
warm bath water or as warm as you can take it. Soak and relax yourself fully from head to toes
and say: I recall myself and I lock and seal myself with the highest numbers. You can also
shower yourself first and then pour the rice milk in a water bottle and then pour on yourself from
the head to toes and say it as well, but the effect is not as good as the warm bath.
Pregnant Women
It is good for pregnant women to use the rice water to protect their inner selves and their young
children from early stages of pregnancy to after. The rice water is also to be used to wet the
babies and to protect their inner selves and to recall their inner selves even though you do not
know if their inner selves has been removed. This is to be done as early as possible after birth.
You can use weak rice water on them to even sponge bath or use a towel and sap their bodies and
then recall their inner selves.
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If the devel is in the mother life during pregnancy, the devel can cause the mother to not properly
eat right, for the unborn child to be mal nourished and for the devel to get inside the mother to
cut out the inner self of the unborn child and for the devel to interfere with the unborn child. The
inner self of the young baby is to protect the baby from the devel. However, if the inner self has
been tampered with before birth, if the unborn child inner self has been esperiencing many terror,
then when the child is born it is easy for the devel to remove the inner self easily at birth and for
the child to become unprotected during baby stage and onward.
Devel Workers with their Minds Turn Backwards
All devel workers and others who repeatedly turn off their minds, who turn themselves off, so
they give in to the devel’s ways and wickedness, and those who turn their minds backwards, you
are killing yourselves, and you will be the meal for others to eat. You will face the beyond the
beyond or higher judgements. All those who are told to eat the devels or to bite the devels like
you bite any meal, do it. Even if it is a copy of yourself, take a bite and you will see that it tastes
like a meal or like a delicious sweet. It may also become your best meal, as you will not have
ever tasted that flavor before.
Brain Wave Machine
The devels and the military use the brain wave machine to connect to our brain, so they can hear
our breathing, know our thoughts before they are formed in our natural brain. They use the brain
wave machine to override our speech. The machine can cause us to have delayed speech and
delayed forming of words when we are talking and when we cannot remember a word. They use
it to remove the words from our minds and thoughts and from our lips. When the brain wave
machine is used on us, we have to use fillers to put in the gap in our brain and speech, as our
brain is opened and depleted. The military and the devels use this, as they have many different
persons from different chreations doing devel work and stationed over your head. They are also
stationed in our bodies, and they know what we are doing, so they are there right when we are
speaking or thinking to remove the words, the memory, and to interrupt our lives any way they
can. The devels use the brain wave machines to burst cells, muscles, veins in your brain and for
you to have brain aneurism and brain tumors. The brain wave machine can control your eye,
ears, nose, throat, lips, biting, chewing, facial muscles and nerves.
These devels who operate the brain wave machine, they have many voices they copy and carry
with them to use in any situation they are in. They have many emotions they carry with them
like the emotions of anger, crying when the situation is not strong enough for tears, laughing
when there is no reason to laugh, talking when you are to be kept quiet, taking over others when
they are talking, making your voice loud when you are talking normal, making your voice low so
others cannot hear you when you are talking normal, making you have a lisp tongue when you do
not have any, making you stutter when you are normal, and much more variations. They also
have connections in their palms that they can use to bridge in the emotion, the high voices, the
angry shouting. All they do us to use their fingers to squeeze their palms and you are not aware
of their movements or actions and they become a different person. They can also use that same
palm connection to contact other devels and you are surrounded by devels who are over your
head and your life is interrupted and they control the events of your lives and you are into
insurrection and terror they create.
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Nakedness
Anyone can walk naked anywhere he or she chooses. Our bodies are made beautifully. Our
body is a work of my art as a chreator, and you are to appreciate what you have and not compare
yourselves to others. Seeing yourselves naked and walking naked make you not feel that you
have a fault in your body make-up. You are a normal work of art, and you are to enjoy being
who you are without hiding yourself and wanting to be those plastic effigies you see and not
know they are effigies. No one can be punished for walking naked anywhere at no time.
911 Telephone
The 911 telephone line is only to be used for the Fire Brigade, Fire Engine, and all Fire
organizations. The 911 must never be used to call Police.
EMT/EMS/PAMET
Some fire stations, fire brigade, or fire engines have Emergency Medical Technicians and
Emergency Medical Service. Others have either one or the other. Some States, City, Town,
County have EMS or EMT as a stand-alone or separate agency to handle emergency medical
service. Some Ambulance has EMT and EMS instead of fire departments or stations.
The Paulett Angella Multiple Emergency Technician organization is the new name for the EMT
and EMS worldwide. This organization is to use the instructions that I have given in Article 7
and other Articles to set up the organization with women and men with the right qualifications
and backgrounds suitable for this organization. You are to follow the guidelines and my
commands as best as possible and no plastic, rubber, tremoline, or camouflage employees. Do
not use any semantics in understanding what to do or in making plans or following my
commands.
Reading With Understanding
It is good to read with understanding. Ask yourself what the sentence or paragraph means or
what is it saying and read it over again, so you fully understand. Do not mix my information
with the devel information, devel ways, or devel process. There is very little good information to
help you to understand who you are and what is best for you, as your history and lives have been
a deception and humangamengous lies. You have my writings and my instructions. Do not use
prayers for any reason. Do not use any Bibles or holy books, or religious books.
Background Viewing
It is good to look into the background of all the events from these documents especially the
Articles. When you look into the backgrounds you will see the devels at work. You can look
into background number 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on. Many different devels put others in front of them,
so you only see those who are front line doers, and you do not get to see the many background
workers and the original devels. When you view the backgrounds, it can take up a lot of your
time, so it may be a good idea to read all the Articles and the other documents first then go back
over and re-read and then look at the backgrounds. The viewing of the backgrounds can take up
a lot of your time, and you will miss reading what is important. Whatever is best for you, you
decide.
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See Your Own Lives Outside These Earths
There is a lot you do not know, as it is not for you to know. Let me share this with you: Outside
the Earth they are so many chreations areas, where lives are chreated. Our lives were not
chreated in the Hemmingsphere where we live. It was done in a chreation area where only lives
are chreated for specific places. Devels are not allowed in there. Devels have many equipments
and accessories they use to zoom in, spy, and find anyone or anything. They then open, use, and
take what are not their own. When the lives are chreated and finished they have to be registered
and they have to be put in the outside areas where they are to esist. Then when the chreator is
ready the chreation is open.
The devels stole by killing the many chreators and leaders of the chreations and put themselves
in charge of them outside these Earths. The devels use many others who are not chreators to
create creations with lives in them. The devels are not to be in chreations areas, as it is an area
where wicked things and bad things or bad aura are not to be. However, the devels order the
chreations to be made. Some of them have make up Jesuses and Wisdom, the holy spirit. They
wrap them up in a way and put them alive in something which looks like a mummified area or a
casket. Then put a large shell around them and they look like a long cylinder. They have many
devel equipments, vectors, sorcery, zoners, scanners, microscoptic lenses, and many other devel
things, machines, tools, and accessories on one side.
On another side of this chreation area, are the lives who are being chreated for this new
chreations. The devels ordered that the bones from the legs and feet and backbone removed out
of the peoples they stole. They use the inner selves of us from any type of Spares (a place outside
Earth where we live), and put in a bottle for a new chreation of life. The devels use others to join
all the flesh together and then they put the hands on, and the hands are disfigured like a chicken
foot, but they are hands. The heads are small and not fitting to the body. They add insects and
many other species to the peoples body they are rechreating. They also put chicken feet on some
of the lives, with a big body resembles our bodies, hands that looks like our hands but somewhat
disfigured, and a chicken or animal head. They also shape the skin on the lives to look like a
tree, and they are not animals. The devels put many curses and many sorcery wickednesses in
these chreations. The devel fight each other and kill each other in the presence of the lives that
are recreated and not open. They use guns and they terror each other in the presence of the lives
who are not yet open, and they say the words while inside the chreation area where the lives are
being recreated, that these lives must have terror and death and killings and murders and rape
and disasters, and all the bad thing that you can imagine, or not imagine. The devels get these
chreations finished and put in the places they are to esist. The devels then put themselves as the
leeders of and over the chreations.
Many of these chreations are opened with difficulties. When the chreation is open, and the lives
are put to begin, the lives see themselves in desolate places. They have many rocks that they
have to drag themselves over to get from place to place, as the areas are desolate and filled with
havocs and terrors. The many Jesus and Wisdoms are put as leeders over them, and they are
much bigger in sizes than the new reborn ones who do not know that they are recreated and
dismantled. They esist in sufferings, terrors, sorcery as the devels put in the chreations these bad
things to happen. From the very beginning they have terror and wickednesses to face and
endure. The devels tell them that they are to esist in that manner, that they are to help
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themselves, they are to clothe themselves, they are to provide food for themselves. In the
meanwhile, the devel depletes the chreation of its natural resources and the things the peoples are
to have. So, the peoples live in sufferings, hunger, lack from generations to generations. Many
of them die from starvation from injuries, from diseases, and other things. Then the devel take
out their inner selves and put in bottles and do the same recreation process all over again for
other areas. Then they put some of the lives in the devels bodies, so they are stuffed up with the
people’s power and authorities and energy. The insect devels like to work. They like to be kept
busy. They like to move around. If you watch an insect, they rarely ever stay still. They are
always moving and doing something. That is how insects esist, and they must be able to esist in
their own environments without interruption and without changing to become us.
When the insects are in these Earths they do the same. They make work for themselves by
tearing down things and recreating them, as that is their nature. They have sex with each other
and with their children, mother, father and relatives as that is how they are to live. They are to
have incest and insex, and they are to live in swampy areas, tree roots and other places that is
their nature. They live on top of each other and that is why they like to build high rise buildings,
as it reminds them of the insect lives. If you look at a bee hive and observe a honeycomb, then
put it to stand up, some look like many high-rise square shaped hotel and apartment buildings,
some looks like a cylinder and other shaped we have today. If you look at some ant nest, you can
see that they make their homes with a mound and that they build on top of each other. That is
how ants are to live in their own environments, and not in our environment. We are not insects
or animals or species, and they are not us “LIFE”.
The insect devels on the other hand are happy to recreate us, as they get to do what they want.
They kill, they destroy, they murder, they bring disasters, we live in hunger, torture, lack, germs,
diseases, and we live like the insects: in the dirt with mud and swamp around us. We live in the
forest in the tree roots and on top of the trees. We live in the woodlands and we live thatched
houses. We use outside toilets and we use outside kitchen and with the use of wood stoves, and
we live just like the insects, animals and species. We live in congested areas like a forest with
many trees or a safari with many different animals or many of the same animals esisting
together, or many insects esisting together. We live like them, and so they make us be them.
They did it! The insect man did it! They are the leeders, and no one can say that a man cannot
create, and a man cannot lead lives. Some of those very same lives are here in this Earth, some
were cut out, and some were removed and esist outside this Earth in other areas.
Who is the Fly
The Fly is some of the devel insects who are mosquitoes, fly, and whiteback spider who get into
our bodies and into our lives and cause us many serious problems. The Presidents and the
governors, the Mayors, the Army, the court, the high court judges, most of the other judges, the
Police, the military, secret service, Federal Bureau of Investigation, armed forces, most top bank
leeders, and some of the other job leeders, and most large organization leeders at the top are the
fly.
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White back Anansi/Spider

Mosquito

The Fly

Those who do not know that the fly is in them say: The fly into us, the fly into us, the fly into us,
the fly into us. We do not know any fly, we do not know any fly, we do not know any fly, we do
not know any fly. We cut and cross our waist, we cut and cross our waist, we cut and cross our
waist, we cut and cross our waist. We rid of the devel and separate from the devel, rid and
separate, rid and separate, rid and separate, rid and separate. Dance this last one any way you
want. We are not into it, we are not into it, we are not into it, we are not into it; and Then say: I
go to where I am to beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee; then stop and wait a few moments before
moving or speaking. For any protection, you can say the words in your mind instead of speaking
it out loud as well.
Jamaican Speaking
De fly in a we, De fly in a we, De fly in a we, De fly in a we. We no know no fly, We no know
no fly, We no know no fly, We no know no fly. We cut and crass we waist, We cut and crass we
waist, We cut and crass we waist, We cut and crass we waist. We rid and separate, rid and
separate, rid and separate, rid and separate. Dance this last one any way you want. We no in a
it, We no in a it, We no in a it, We no in a it, We no in a it. Then say: I go to where I am to
beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee; then stop and wait a few moments before moving or speaking.
Churches or Religious Places
No Religious Places Esist. No one in any church settings, church schools, synagogues, mosques,
temples, or any religious settings should preach or talk about these literatures, these testaments,
these scripts, or these writings from me.
Andrew Cuomo is the Port Authority Hot Dog
Cuomo is over the Port Authority and he is leeding them into the glass house that cannot
withstand stones, So that glass house can be broken easily and much quicker than September 11
event. He will be putting them in another heat much worse than September 11, if they continue
to build in that region with illegal materials and illegal engineering, so the federal can control
them and get into the building and destroy New York City much more.
All these documents must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, municipals, schools, banks, colleges, libraries, UN, morgues, hospitals,
nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, embassies, consulates, missions,
TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc. New Mexico State Governor’s Office employees
are to distribute the documents, so all the public can get it.
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All these documents must be shared with friends, family, strangers, and put in the National
Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes, Municipal gazettes. The website is
http://www.naturalearthforall.com. There is also a http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall
site with other information. They must also be put in the National Registry, Register, National
Archives, Records Management, Registrar Generals and similar registry.

This is the End of this Decrust Menta Mentatee

Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE CHREATION
OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL OH MY GOODNESS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER GOODNESS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL MY LOVE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GOLDEN APPLE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CRUM CRUM
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL KREME OF THE KREM
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE KUM KAN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA
HEMMINGS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL PHD/PAHD GLORIOUSNESS OVER
THE GOODNESS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MCLAREN SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MONTEGONIAS SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MT. ZION SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
NEW YORK SENATE
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